Notice for all Delegate Registration Applicants
24th November, 2019

Dear Applicants,
At NDCMUN, we strive to set new benchmarks, raise the bars even higher and deliver the best
experience possible. With the launch of Delegate Registration for NDCMUN 2019, we were
overwhelmed with the huge response from your part hitting up countless submissions per
minute. We are extremely grateful to those who have shown their interest in attending the
event.
We launched the 'Delegate Registration for NDCMUN 2019' program initially on 16th
November, 2018. As time progressed, we wanted to provide our users with even better
experiences, such as improvement in end user privacy, ease of payment and automation in
handling massive responses at a time simultaneously. The more our users use our services, the
better it will get and we greatly appreciate all of the feedback we have received from you.
However, due to changes in license agreements and policies at Google, our unique Automatic
Delegation Request Handler was effected, resulting most of the Registration Confirmation
Mails we sent to be flagged as spam from Google.
While we're trying to improve our Delegate Registration system and working on to fix the
issue, applicants are requested to kindly view the 'Spam' folder of their respective E-mail
addresses to check if they have received the Registration Confirmation Mail from us.

We have thereby started to send confirmation mails to selected delegates on a batch-basis,
which means that all of the selected applicants may not receive the mail at the same time
due to certain technical procedures. Verified mails include the subject “NDCMUN 2019
Registration Confirmation [VERIFIED]” only, and consist of a unique Delegate Registration ID
(in the format 1XXX). Please save this mail for future reference, and submit a copy of this mail
while confirming your payment.
Payment option is currently available to only Campus Ambassador recognized institutions.
Other methods of payment will be starting soon.
Details regarding payment options can be found at http://ndcmun.com/payment.html
For further inquiries, contact us at delegates@ndcmun.com
Thank you.

